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TODAYS PRESENTATION 
BROUGHT TO YOU BY

Thanks to our Bot Summit hosts and sponsors.



AND VIEWERS LIKE YOU
Thanks for watching.



@TVCOMMENTBOT
A bot that watches live TV and creates new 

subtitles based on what it “sees” in the images.



The goal of @TVCommentBot is not to accurately 
describe the image, though lots of other smart people 

are working on that interesting problem.

From “Generating Captions” by Samim on medium

“dog sitting on brick grown” 
- @ VisualGenome



TV HELPER
Started as an installation for Art Hack Day 2015 in Brooklyn 

in collaboration with David Newbury and Blair Neal. 
Viewer decides which styles new subtitles are written in.



TV HELPER
Still lives as a second TV in my apartment. 

Fun for parties and special TV events.



HOW IT WORKS

Post to Twitter was an after thought 
as a means to save images.



HOW IT WORKS
• Deep Belief object recognition is used to gather “nouns” 

from the image.

• Thesaurus lookup for synonyms and related words.

• Nouns are injected into custom pre-made “madlib” files 
generated in different styles to make new sentences to 
overlay on image.

• Final text can be optionally moderated before Tweeting.



Detected “Library” - Related words “Librarian”
 Style: Advertising

“Between —NOUN— AND —NOUN— lies obsession”



OTHER TECHNIQUES 
ATTEMPTED

• Text recognition / OCR

• Speech to text

• Face detection / Emotion analysis

(but ultimately not used)



SOME HISTORY, RELATED / 
PRIOR ART AND INSPIRATION

My background is in real-time video performance
(what you see at concerts, installations, digital signage, etc)

Professionally currently a co-owner at VIDVOX making Mac software 
and open source tools for other video artists.



SOME HISTORY, RELATED / 
PRIOR ART AND INSPIRATION

In early 2000’s did a lot of live TV remixing set to music…



VIDEOINSTRUMENTALISM 
(FROM TEXT BY MARKO KOSNIK)

videoinstrument, videoinstrumentalism:
video production as known in commercial video studios could be described as a multi-layered time compression 
process, very alike the compilers of divisions of one purpose jobs found in the principles military organisation. recalling 
the two part structure of social machines, one may observe the tasks reorganised for short cycle execution for 
humans, composing the social part of the machine on one side, interfaced with machine automata on the other side 
of modern ideological propaganda production.
it may take two years of man (female?) time work to compile one hour documentary acceptable for general 
european tv standards.
it may take fifty years of man (female?) time work for a documentary when reusing archived video materials.
it may take five thousand people running full time daily jobs to compile half an hour of cnn news, when produced on 
a daily basis.
videoinstrumentalism is a discipline which tends to reverse the engineering of video production, replace the low level 
narratives with abstract brain food and return the process of video production into the hands of individual, performing 
on the level of musician, controlling an video instrument in 1:1 time ratio (you may call it live if you want).
it just takes 24 videoinstrumentalists to produce non stop freshly generated tv program on the fly when each of them 
performs an hour per day - can be displaced and synced around the world.



@555uhz from @rahttp://noviceartblogger.tumblr.com/

Some other projects I think are cool 
and inspiring…

http://noviceartblogger.tumblr.com/


Word.Camera by Ross Goodwin

New Yorker cartoons are great 
examples of images juxtaposed 

with text.

Some other projects I think are cool 
and inspiring…



MODERATION
AND LOTS OF IT



Not cool @TVCommentBot!

Bots should “Punch Up”
(Useful guideline from previous Bot Summit)



Not cool @TVCommentBot!

But what about this image? There’s no specific 
indication that the little girl is going blind.



It’s [usually] okay to poke a little fun at public figures and brands
but not necessarily their subjects / guests.

eg Dr Oz / Phil but not a guest that something terrible happened to.



While it is possible to pre-screen the source texts for offensive 
material, it is impossible for a computer to understand the 

nuanced context of imagery and how the juxtaposed text may 
be interpreted by a human.



There are gray areas of moderation:
eg. It is inappropriate to make fun of animals in 

cages, but ads for the ASPCA can raise awareness.
How to handle this tastefully?



There are gray areas of moderation:
eg. When making up rap lyrics is it okay to drop N-bombs?

In other contexts this would be clearly offensive.
How to handle this tastefully?



+ Lots of gray area when just trying to be funny…



EROTIC FICTION MODE
Added for Valentines Day.

Only enabled when actively being moderated.
Inside joke is that it is only used for weather forecasting.
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WHAT MAKES FUNNY?
Bot is constantly being “optimized” for humor. 

Finding a sweet spot between absurd and relatable and fairness.

Bob Mankoff, The New Yorker



IMAGINATION
When characters are familiar our brain tries to fill in the 
gaps of who is talking, what their voices sound like, etc.



ADVERTISING / BRANDS
Many of the most popular Tweets from the bot are from ads.
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ADVERTISING / BRANDS
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ADVERTISING / BRANDS
Even ads need to be moderated 

–not all brands are to be made fun of.



THE FUTURE?



SPIN-OFFS

Twitter fulfills the cable goal of infinite niche channels. 

@StarTrekTVBot, @WestWingTVBot, @TVCrimeBot, 
@TVFaceBot, @MST3kBot, @MTVCommentBot, @CartoonTVBot

(Like all successful TV shows/networks)

(Coming soon to a timeline near you, never ending game shows, 
cooking shows, education, political commentary and more…)



@STARTREKTVBOT



@MST3KBOT



@CARTOONTVBOT



@TVFACEBOT



LIVE STREAMING?
First attempt was easily picked up by YouTube copyright bots.

Personally unsure if this falls under “fair use” or not.
But perhaps there is a proper way to approach this.



KARAOKE MODE
Creates new lyrics that are sung over karaoke tracks.
Still a work in progress but more a priority now that 

Twitter support video uploads…
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